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At LBCranes we are dedicated to providing our
customers with the best solution for their lifting
needs. We offer high quality services to keep your
equipment running safely and efficiently.

Our highly trained team is committed to
excellence and customer satisfaction. We offer
preventive and corrective maintenance services,
assistance, repair and equipment sales.

Our primary mission is to provide our customers
with exceptional service in the sale and
maintenance of overhead cranes. We strive to
understand each customer's unique needs and
provide them with a customised solution.

We complete each project safely and efficiently,
and work tirelessly to ensure the satisfaction of
all of our customers.
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Our hoists
Discover the versatility of our hoists. We offer
chain hoists and wire rope hoists to meet your
lifting needs.

Wire rope hoists use a strong steel wire rope,
while chain hoists rely on a solid steel chain.
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Our hoists

Wire rope hoists
Increased lifting capacity, lifting up to 250
tonnes.

Chain hoists
Lower capacity. Commonly used in light duty
applications.
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Cable hoists
Wire rope hoists offer a compact and lightweight
solution for your lifting needs. Their design
includes exposed chain feet, allowing flexible
mobility when dragging the chains to the desired
destination.

These hoists are highly versatile and suitable for
a variety of environments, from marine work to
the forestry industry, where durable and flexible
machinery is required.

The main advantage of electric hoists of this type
is their ability to handle heavier loads and their
higher lifting speed.

These hoists are powered by an electric motor,
which makes the lifting task more efficient and
bearable. 

They use a hitch and strap system to lift and
transport loads safely.
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Features

6.3Tn cable hoist in a single-girder overhead crane.

These hoists are an indispensable tool in the construction
sector and other industries, as they facilitate the safe and
efficient lifting of loads.

In addition to their superior load capacity compared to
chain hoists, wire rope hoists stand out for their versatility
and ease of use. Their compact and lightweight design
makes them ideal for adapting to different working spaces
and environments.

Cable hoist 5.0Tn
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Chain hoists
At LBCranes, we offer a wide range of chain
hoists designed to meet your lifting and travel
needs.

Both manual and electric options are available,
giving you the flexibility to choose the one that
best suits your requirements.

Our chain hoists stand out for their ergonomic
design and small dimensions, making them highly
manoeuvrable and comfortable to use. 

Those hoists are ideal for low to medium loads,
from 63 kg to 2000 kg, they offer an efficient
solution.
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Features

6.3Tn cable hoists.

With precise operation and low load swing, thanks to the
standard-equipped frequency-controlled trolley, we
guarantee safety and optimum performance. 

In addition, maintenance is easy, without the need for
special tools to exchange components or install spare
parts.

Cable hoist 5.0Tn
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